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OUR MISSION
To engage individuals to take greater
responsibility in reducing waste and eliminating
litter through education and action.

OUR FOCUS
KBB endeavours to change behaviour and improve the
community through a focus on litter prevention, waste reduction
and beautification.
As a leader in community improvement, KBB is guided by the
principles of education, individual responsibility, community
partnerships and volunteer action.

OUR OBJECTIVES
To work collaboratively to achieve our mission and address the
issues of local litter and ocean plastics.

OUR CAMPAIGNS
To work collaboratively with multiple stakeholders to achieve our
objectives and bring about positive change.
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Everyone thinks of changing the world, but what we really need is for
everyone to change what they can. Perfection is not necessarily the goal.
Embracing the potential of 'what if I make this change' is the first step.

KATIE BERRY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
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PRESIDENT'S STATEMENT
Almost 60 years ago four Garden Club
members founded Keep Bermuda Beautiful.
Their goal was to combat the growing
amounts of litter due to the advent of the
throw-away culture. In 2021 KBB developed
a collaborative campaign with BEST entitled
Beyond Plastic Bermuda to tackle the throwaway culture in Bermuda which sees our
roadsides, parks and neighbourhoods littered
with single-use plastic. I am grateful for the
KBB team who have pursued the evolution
of this campaign. KBB has not strayed from
its principles of origin and continues to be a
leader in the community.
The next decade is crucial as we reengineer
our models and embrace innovation and a
zero waste model to combat climate
inaction. Here in Bermuda we see the results
of inaction in the tonnes of ocean plastic
arriving on our shores at each high tide.
Let's hope the tide is turning.
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Thank you for your continuing support as
KBB does all it can to reduce pollution and
educate the public on what each of us can
do to make a difference. Your
contributions to the Abandoned Boat
Project, the Beyond Plastic Campaign and
to Keep Bermuda Beautiful are bringing
about real change and allowing KBB to
appoint exceptional staff to pursue our
ambitious goals to clean up our island
home.

STEFAN SMITH

KEEP BERMUDA BEAUTIFUL, President
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A YEAR IN REVIEW

243

4267

CLEANUPS IN 2021

VOLUNTEER HOURS

1126

20

STUDENTS REACHED

TONNES OF LITTER

UPDATE ON LOCAL LITTER
The provisional results of an islandwide Roadside Litter Survey indicate that Bermuda’s roadsides
are cleaner now than in 2009. However, litter hotspots and sporadic illegal dumping persist across
the island. While greater engagement with local community and neighbourhood groups, as well as
programmes in collaboration with the Duke of Edinburgh Award and the Department of Court
Services help to systemically address these issues, there is no doubt that community and school
education is needed to promote long-lasting change.

UPDATE ON OCEAN PLASTICS
Ocean plastics continue to plague our shores, arriving on every tide. KBB has
cleaned 40 beach and shoreline locations throughout the year paying particular
attention to historical issues such as the glass at Mangrove Bay. We are immensely
thankful to our regular volunteers who clean up islandwide as well as the corporate
groups who’ve joined the fight to prevent ocean plastic pollution returning to the
Atlantic gyre.

A NEW APPROACH
In 2021, KBB introduced several new projects and campaigns to focus on specific areas. We
launched the Abandoned Boat Project to tackle the issue of boats abandoned on our shorelines
and waterways, the Railway Trail Project to give direction and focus to the Adopt-A-Spot
Programme, and the Beyond Plastic Initiative, in conjunction with BEST, to help Bermuda find
alternatives to single-use plastic.
KBB also strengthened its event branding with its two annual islandwide cleanups renamed the
Great Big Cleanup and the KBB Coastal Cleanup. These events were hugely successful in 2021 and
the KBB Coastal Cleanup incorporated the Ducks Puddle coastline which we continue to work on.
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When an organisation chooses to donate to our projects and shows up
and does the hard work of cleaning up; that is when the magic happens.
The work of KBB is integrated with the belief system. This is what ESG
principles should look like. It is not just about funding it is about living
what you believe.

KATIE BERRY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
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TREASURER'S STATEMENT
I have the pleasure of presenting the Annual Financial Statements of Keep Bermuda Beautiful (KBB) for the year ended
December 31, 2021.
Summary of Donations and Expenses
As shown on the Statement of Income, 2021 was a successful fundraising year for KBB with total donations of $262,776
(increase of 174% from 2020). KBB was the recipient of generous support from the Government of Bermuda with a
$60,000 operating grant. KBB donations from local corporate and foundations increased by 145% to $181,987. This was
mainly due to the Abandoned Boat Project which was a new fundraising initiative in 2021. As in prior years, KBB
continued to receive donations from Bermuda community members and these individual donors contributed $19,939.
As shown on the Statement of Income, 2021 expenses were $22,611 less than prior year. While general operating
expenses remained consistent with prior year, KBB’s project expenses were slightly less due to differences in scheduling
of annual events and projects. We anticipate 2022 will show increased expenses particularly for the Abandoned Boat
Project which is scheduled to start removing boats in March 2022. Overall, KBB had $142,917 excess donations over
expenses. We are very grateful for all of our new and existing donors who have enabled the organisation to continue to
carry out its mission. Restricted donations and related expenses in 2021 are reported in the following pages of the report.
KBB’s Financial Position as of December 31, 2021
As shown on the Statement of Financial Position, KBB ended the year with $204,367 of cash which was held in an
operating account at Butterfield Bank; of this balance, $90,401 was held for restricted purposes. Additional details on the
cash flows during the year and ending balances are reported in the Statement of Cash Flows. KBB has now successfully
built a level of reserve funds to ensure longevity of the organisation. We look forward to the establishment of an
endowment fund in 2022 and expanding delivery. In December 2021, KBB also entered a Memorandum of Understanding
with BEST to create the Beyond Plastics Initiative which will support reduction in single-use plastics in Bermuda
beginning in 2022. As we look ahead to a very bright future for the organisation, the Board of Directors would like to
express sincere thanks to all of the volunteers, donors, and Executive Director Katie Berry who helped to make 2021 a
success.

CASSY BLAKE

KEEP BERMUDA BEAUTIFUL, Treasurer
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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STATEMENT OF INCOME
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STATEMENT OF INCOME
RESTRICTED FUNDS
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STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS NOTES
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PROGRAMMES & CAMPAIGNS
Programmes
Abandoned Vehicles & Illegal Dumping
KBB works with relevant organisations to address
these issues as they arise.
Community Cleanups
Each month focuses on a different parish with two
community cleanups, one park, neighbourhood or
roadside and one shoreline or beach. There were
three large cleanup events in 2021:
The Doughnut Challenge
The Great Big Cleanup
The KBB Coastal Cleanup
Thousands of volunteers come out to help KBB clean
up the community.
Ocean Art
Flotsam and Jetsam
KBB, in collaboration with the Bermuda National
Gallery and Meredith Andrews created an exhibition
of art work of marine plastic pollution.
A Plastic Ocean
KBB with the Bermuda College, Kaleidoscope and
BUEI, curated an exhibition of ocean art which
included students workshops.
Adopt-A-Spot
This programme is divided into three sections:
The Railway Trail Project
In 2021 this project was launched in partnership with
ABIC and Cheyenne Capital. 17 organisations have
committed to regularly cleaning up the their adopted
section of the Railway Trail
We Love Our Parks
An adopt-a-spot project to encourage organisations
and families to adopt our National Parks combined
with a public education campaign about how to be
waste-free in our open spaces.
We Love Our Neighbourhoods
Coming in 2022! This project focuses on community
and family groups, schools and sports clubs to look
after and clean up in Bermuda's neighbourhoods.
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Campaigns
Abandoned & Derelict Boat Project
Launched in 2021, in collaboration with the Ministry
of Transport, the project involves the removal of
abandoned boats from Bermuda's shorelines and
waterways. The longer term project is to find a
permanent solution to prevent boats from being
abandoned in the future.
Beyond Plastic Initiative
Launched in 2021, in collaboration with BEST, this
team of dedicated volunteers work with the public to
engender change in the face of single-use plastic
legislation.
Education
This is the focus of everything we do. KBB is
enthusiastic about our work with other organisations
to reach Bermuda's youth. This includes:
BUEI Youth Climate Summit
Duke of Edinburgh
ECO Schools
KBB is working to deliver education campaigns on the
following issues:
Bermuda's Waste Management System
Recycling in Bermuda
Composting in Bermuda
Abandoned & Derelict Boats
Cigarette Litter
Boating Waste
Waste_Not Bermuda
We are looking to build up the campaign to
encourage Bermuda to move to a waste-free island.
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CORPORATE DONORS & SPONSORS
Artex Risk Solutions
Ascot Bermuda Limited
ASL Holdings
Betta Dais
Butterfield Bank
Cheyne Capital
Chubb
Convex
Conyers
Ernest Stempel Foundation
EY
Hiscox
Limestone & Cedar
Salvaged in Bermuda
Sompo International
The Community Foundation
The Garden Club of Bermuda
The Oil Group of Companies
Zurich

Abandoned Boat Project
The Argo Group
ASL Holdings
Enstar
Beyond Plastic Initiative
The Oil Group of Companies
Nonsuch Project
AXIS

FAMILIES & INDIVIDUALS
83 families and individuals chose to financially support Keep Bermuda Beautiful's
efforts in 2021.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Stefan Smith - President
Cassy Blake - Treasurer
Amy Shillingford - Secretary
Susan Black - Garden Club Representative
Vanese Flood - Waste Management Representative
Sonia Bremar - Parks Representative
Marcia Browne - Director
Anne Hyde - Director

STAFF
Katie Berry - Executive Director

During another year of disruption, our volunteers and
donors have stepped up like never before to help Keep
Bermuda Beautiful do more. You are a source of incredible
inspiration and courage to us all.
Katie Berry, Executive Director
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